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Letter from the Editor,
Hi, it’s Rose – the protagonist of this whole project that you are about to see.
It has been more than a year since my first Personal Style project was established in 2019. With the second edition, I want to be full throttle and
present all the ideas that occurred to me during the pandemic. Being at
home, alone, isolated, I think about the fashion industry and everything
it has to go through. Consumers start to lose interest in dressing nice or
feel the need to shop because they have nowhere to go, or at least, they can’t
spend that much on clothing since many essentials need to be prioritized.
All of the clothing presented in this project was my possession.
I own and re-wear my clothes daily, but I have never styled them to be fashion editorials worthy-level. Hence, this is an inspiring project for me to follow through
from beginning to end. The big red with significant tulle volumes was worn when
I competed in Vietnam’s Next Top Model cycle 9. The judges love the dress, and
so do I. The initial purpose was to wear it in one of my projects, so here it goes.
In this project, I still work with the makeup artist Xuan Phuoc – who worked
with me on the first issue of Personal Style. This time around, he can be even
more creative with his makeup skill since I entrust him on this matter.
This project also marks the first time I have worked with a new photographer –
it’s Khoi. I know Khoi a while back, but I never actually work directly with him.
This turns out to be a good thing because he does make me surprise with his
meticulous eyes on details and a good skill set for a photographer. He also
impresses me with his cool, calm, and collected attitude. That is a big help for me
– the one who has to stand in front of his lens. This project is also contributed by
my little brother – who assists me and everyone on the team. He’s such good help.
The primary purpose of doing this project is to see the growth that I have
made since the first issue of Personal Style. I also want to spark the joy
of dressing up, sharing it with the people, and encouraging everyone to
do the same (with the old clothing at home, obviously). We all should rewear our clothes in different ways to save the planet and our finance. The
art of styling will help us cope with any boredom we may feel when opening our closets on a daily basis. Be creative, be sustainable, be resourceful.
Cheers to finding beauty, strength, and progress!
Fashion Editor,

Fellini Rose
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SHE CAN’T MODEL
I will never forget those times I was told that I couldn’t model or I shouldn’t
choose to pursue this career. It is said to me, some were their concern,
some were mockery or blatantly condescending. I remember that one
had told me to fix my nose so I could have a better chance of becoming a
model, and another one – a very well-known makeup artist, told me in a
mean and demeaning tone that my head is too big compare to my body.
It was body shaming, I realized that, but I kept my mouth shut tight then.
The worst part is that I let their opinion affected me in a way I should not
be. I feel insecure and unworthy for a while before their comments light
up my determination to become a professional model. It has not come yet,
but I’ll keep working on that dream. I earn the strong will, not to prove
that they are entirely wrong, but to keep my faith and trust my intuition.
America’s Next Top Model is one of my favorite reality show. It influenced me
to choose fashion as my career, but it also helped shape the model’s intuition
and skill within me. I longed to become a model before I even realized it.
So, anyone who told me I can’t model, I’ll open up their eyes soon enough.
I am now more aggressive. People tend to scare of aggressiveness. I won’t
compromise my dream, my desire, my intuition, my passion that easily, and
if there is a slight chance that I can make it out there, become a professional
fashion model, and strike the runway in a fiercely walk, then pose, I’ll hold
on tight to it. I believe not everyone can be aggressive. You can only be aggressive if you know what you truly want and what you are capable of. That’s
just how it is. Aggressiveness equals determination, confidence, and daring.

As for me, I do have charisma, uniqueness, talent, and the nerve to go
all the way. Just watch me. One day, I’ll be big enough so that they feel
small when ever they look at the way I grace the
covers of the big fashion magazines around the world.
I WILL BE A SLAY MODEL.
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The story behind
this big red dress
I bought this dress from Alibaba, I know, right? It’s affordable
for me to purchase two of them (I have another big red dress
but with an entire bottom instead of showing the legs).
Anything you want to own, but for half (or maybe more) of the
price, just go to Alibaba.
Being affordable (or frankly, cheap), but you can feel more
relaxed to know that the quality of the products isn’t that bad.
Consumerism in China has evolved to the next level, where you
can buy any cheap knock-off from a luxury or high-end fashion
brand but still feel satisfied because of its quality. I always
spend so much time on the website whenever I can’t find something to complete a finished outfit that I had in my mind.
What is great about this dress is I have had it for 2 years now,
and it has already a soul within it, because I always wear it on
the big occasions in my modeling career: first catwalk lesson
with it, first time ever audition for a reality show, first time has
ever done a catwalk in an actual runway with it, and first time
wearing it on my personal project. We share many moments
together that I can’t ever forget.
It’s a thing about something that you possess, the goodwill of
something you owned for a long time shouldn’t be measured by
the money but the memory. If you learn to love something that
you have already owned, it will last longer for sure. You know
how to preserve it, protect it, and fix it when you have to, and
that is how you love fashion the right way.
Wear clothes that matter to you, because it’s not what you’re
wearing, it’s the way you wear them.
PERSONAL STYLE
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Celebration
TẾT

Tết ([tet˧˥] or [təːt˧˥]), Vietnamese New Year, Vietnamese Lunar New Year or Tet Holi-

day is the most important celebration in Vietnamese culture. The word is a shortened
form of Tết Nguyên Đán (節元旦), which is Sino-Vietnamese for “Feast of the First Morning of the First Day.” Tết celebrates the arrival of spring based on the Vietnamese calen-

dar, which usually has the date falling in January or February in the Gregorian calendar.
Vietnamese people celebrate the Lunar New Year annually, based on a lunisolar calendar (calculating both the motions of Earth around the Sun and of the Moon around Earth). Tết is generally celebrated on the same day as Chinese New Year, except when the one-hour time dif-

ference between Vietnam and China results in the new moon occurring on different days.

It takes place from the first day of the first month of the Vietnamese calendar (around
late January or early February) until at least the third day. Many Vietnamese and Hoa prepare for Tết by cooking exceptional holiday food and cleaning the house. These foods include bánh tét, bánh chưng, bánh dày, canh khổ qua, thịt kho hột vịt, dried young bamboo

soup (canh măng), giò, and sticky rice. Many customs are practiced during Tết, such as visit-

ing a person’s home on the first day of the new year (xông nhà), ancestor worship, wishing
New Year’s greetings, giving lucky money to children, and elderly people, and opening a shop.

Tết is also an occasion for pilgrims and family reunions. They start forgetting about

the troubles of the past year and hope for a better upcoming year. They consider Tết

to be the first spring day, and the festival is often called Hội xuân (spring festival).
The model is wearing a modernized ao dai. Ao dai is the official traditional outfit in Viet-

nam. People usually wear it on special occasions, include the Tết holiday. The scenery
was in the red colors – the color for luck, hope, and fortune. On the first day of Tết, chil-

dren receive a red envelope containing money from their elders. This tradition is called
mừng tuổi (happy new age) in the north and lì xì in the south. Usually, children wear their

new clothes and give their elders the traditional Tết greetings before receiving the money.
These celebrations can last from a day up to the entire week, and the New Year is filled with people

in the streets trying to make as much noise as possible using firecrackers, drums, bells, gongs, and
anything they can think of to ward off evil spirits. This parade will also include different masks and

dancers hidden under the guise of what is known as the Mua Lan or Lion Dancing. The Lan is an animal
between a lion and a dragon and symbolizes strength in the Vietnamese culture that is used to scare

away evil spirits. After the parade, families and friends come together to have a feast of traditional

Vietnamese dishes and share the happiness and joy of the New Year with one another. The elders then
will hand out red envelopes with money to the children for good luck in exchange for Tết greetings.
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“God’s palette of shifting hues is vast, subtle, and beyond our comprehension. We humans are
like those colors. Subtle, shifting, unique. Non-binary. Unable to be labeled or singled out”
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The
does

art
it

of cross-dressing - Drag
become a global cultural

Queen: How
phenomenon?

Since the massive success of the reality show RuPaul’s Drag Race, with its first
season premiering in early 2009. The art of Drag (cross-dressing and art
performance) is increasingly popular with the public and widely accepted around the world.
Let us learn about the developed history of the Drag Queen through each
memorable milestone and how it is becoming one of the famous art forms in the present time.

The

development

history

of

the

Drag

Queen

through

historical

milestones

The fact that men disguised themselves as women originated from the stage. Before women could act on stage, men forcibly wore
female clothes to play female roles. The Japanese onnagata * and female characters in Shakespeare’s works all embody this custom.
*onnagata to call a
time, female kabuki
audiences of all
ing in the show

young actor disguised as a female to perform the 16th-century Japanese form of kabuta. At this
was called Onna - Kabuki. They often perform with charming dances, creating a solid attraction for
classes. However, due to the erotic dances, women are prohibited from participatunder the Tokugawa shogunate government, and the onnagata actor will take their place.

When the Shakespearean theater was put into operation in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, the theater was a place of
entertainment and closely linked to the church and accompanied by the rules of binding such as only men can participate on stage.
If the play has several female roles, then having a few men in the cast dressed as
women is a required alternative. The word “drag” is also thought to have originated on stage,
where the dresses worn by the men to play the female characters will extend along the floor.
However, men dressed as women do not mean they are disguised artists. The performers that we
today refer to as drag queens, which were explicitly defined, professionalized in the 18th
and 19th centuries - when the gender role became more and more stereotyped. At this time,
cross-dressing began to become propaganda, anti-rebellious, provocative way with social norms. The
Drag Queen, with her forged skills, acquires a clear identity. This art form has shifted from an ordinary
masquerade into a creative declaration, breaking the stereotype of both gender and sexual structures.

During The Age of Enlightenment (1715) in England, the first drag queen
was the “Princess” Seraphina. In this period, homosexuals were still not
called “queen” (queens) according to modern cultures often used to refer to this object; The homosexual person is now merely “princess” (princess). Princess Seraphina was the first British drag queen in history and
has inspired many homosexuals in that social scene. Seraphina regularly
appears in public as a woman. Even if she was not properly disguised as
a female, people still called her Seraphina. That has become her identity.
Another historic landmark of drag art was when Stella Clinton and
Fanny Park *, which rocked Victorian England when dressed as
women at parties or on the street, led to a public trial in 1871, with a
series of charges against them. Although the court has dismissed the
charges, the public’s stigma on this art form could not be in denial.
* Stella
Frederick
women’s
The trial

and Fanny are the stage names of Ernest Boulton and
Park - two bisexual young men who love to wear silk dress,
satin and appear in theaters or crowded Strand Street.
in 1871 attracted the attention of the public at that time.

Over time, the art of drag has gradually become more personal, and the queen
(in the drag queen) succeeds in gaining a fan base of her own. One of the
biggest stars of the early 20th-century drag was Julian Eltinge. While
many
drag
queens
are
male-only
performers
in
women’s outfits, Eltinge has led many fans to believe that she
is not like ordinary drag queens but rather a genuine actress.
Eltinge emerged from the world of variety, known as the variety
theater in England, where disguises as females were popular. At the
end of the performance, he takes off his wig and reveals his gender
to the crowd, and often the reaction of the majority of the audience is
unbelievable. Eltinge was so famous, for more than 20 years, Eltinge’s
career was on the rise until variety shows fell out of favor in the 1930s.
After World War II, even though homosexuality was still opposed by
society - even illegitimate in some cases - drag queens overcame negative judgment and had successful careers. They include Danny La Rue in
England, who made his name in the 1950s, and Dame Edna Everage - the drag
version of comedian Barry Humphries, which first appeared in the 1960s.

Starting around the late 1920s and extending into the early 1930s of the last century, Americans know a period as
“Pansy Craze” (Pansy Fever). That period included the flourishing of gay clubs and performing arts programs, including Drag. Many people believe that the name “Pansy Craze”
comes from the slang “Pansy boy,” referring to a sissy man.
The journey to adopt this type of art in America is not always easy. In 1935, a decree forbidding the public appearance
of female disguises caused the art to be undercover in New
York. San Francisco and California at this time became the active area of the drag queen in America. In the late 1930s and
1940s, this art form was supported and supported by great
stars such as Frank Sinatra, Bette Davis, and Tallulah Bankhead.
However, in the post-war period (Post-War), society in the United
States stirred strong and fierce stigma when society at that time
encouraged all
members
to
marry.
Society
centered
and
demonstrated
intense
discrimination
against gay Americans. In response, the gay community rallied
against the homosexual stigma movement in the late 1950s. Its
primary strategy is to influence politics and demand respect.
Many homosexuals, under pressure at that time, believe
that if they act like other heterosexuals, they give up on
outrageous
behaviors,
rebel,
and
express
their
sexuality publicly; society then will be altruistic and will no longer
persecute
homosexuals
without
cause.
Not
surprisingly, this also means that groups including working-class
homosexuals, transgender communities, and drag queens
will
become
targeted
groups
that
continue
to
be
stigmatized
and
proscribed.\

In the early 1960s, while there were still gay people
living
a
double
life,
there
were
also
homosexual groups wanting to make a revolution that demanded justice. They wanted American society to understand that
homosexuals were not sissy and instead of - a powerful force,
which was strong enough to overthrow the established order in
society. Against this backdrop, these gay groups forcibly pushed
the community to the edge of the gay struggle and ignored
their role as activists. However, the 1960s was also the time
when
beauty
contests
started
appearing
exclusively
for
drag
queen
subjects.
Contrary to popular belief, the drag culture in America only really flourished in the early 19th century and flourished in the
1960s. The riots of 1969 were a memorable milestone in the
American gay rights movement. The two major cities of New
York and San Francisco were home to a large concentration of
drag queens at the end of the 19th century. In New York, the
most popular areas of nighttime drag queens were Madison
Square Garden, Harlem, Greenwich, and Hamilton Lodge Ball.
In the 1970s, although society still had a hostile look for homosexuals, the art of drag itself evolved to a new level - drag balls.
Anyone who has seen the American cult series “Pose” will know
about drag balls that originated in the regions of New York in
the 1970s. The drag balls is a flashy-friendly event featuring a
long runway, where contestants will showcase their most unique,
creative, aesthetic fashion-themed outfits, combined with
the choreography performed according to the categories and
the most popular and exciting songs at that time. A panel of
mosaic judges will mark the contestants at the end of the runway,
ultimately awarding awards and noble honors to the winners.

The drag mother ‘houses’ will play in the Drag Balls’ dancers. Houses are considered to be an art form mainly
created by and intended for Latin Americans and blacks. Drag Balls are a form of escapist art: they are a powerful, creative way to use imagination and performance to increase confidence and hope in their society.
This is where the concept of drag mother came into being. Drag Mothers are professional drag queens who
will teach and guide any drag artist developing or looking to become a drag queen. Drag Mother will show
them how to perform on stage and instructions on doing make-up and creating a unique look suitable
for each person. In the context of a society that is still not open and accepting homosexuals, drag mothers will provide accommodation for these drag queens who are passionate about the art but at the cost
of being ruined by relatives and society. Even at a very young age, they face many difficulties in their lives.
As a result, the drag mothers are known as “head of a House” (usually the House of <surname of
the drag mother>). Drag mother is responsible for the reputation of her entire family drag queen.
Whatever the surname of the drag mother, the drag queen who is the “daughter” of the drag
mother is allowed to take her mother’s surname as part of her stage name or even to be chosen by the drag mother for her stage name. The drag queen families appeared in the 1990 documentary “Paris is Burning” about drag (the film inspired Madonna’s song and music video Vogue).
The Drag Balls and House of Drag are especially important to homosexual struggles during the Aids crisis. In the 1980s, homosexual Americans
began to become infected and die extensively, and in many cases spread through unprotected sex; Aids has devastated the gay community.
Public health authorities’ reactions to Aids are fraught with homosexual and racist assumptions about homosexual behavior and instead seek
to alleviate the pain that AIDS allows. On the other hand, society considers it a legitimate reason to stigmatize homosexuals more strongly.
As a result, many House of Drags organized “preventive homes,” where
drag mothers are responsible for educating their children about safe
sex and healing the deep emotional wounds of positive ones with Aids.
Some organizations also organize Drag Balls festivals as an opportunity to advocate for prevention, such as the House of Latex Ball in New
York City that educates audiences about the risks and ways to prevent HIV. The Drag Queen and the homosexual organization provided what society then refused to give them: protection, love, and care.
The fight for acceptance and equality of homosexuals grew stronger during the 1970s and 1980s, with Harvey Milk becoming the first
openly gay man elected to a public office in San Francisco in 1977.

That
positive
representation
gradually
became
the
primary trend. The famous Drag Queen Divine, who died in 1988, has
appeared in many movies directed by John Waters, a tremendous
success (Divine also played Edna Turnblad in the original version
of Hairspray). Furthermore, in the early 1990s, Drag queen RuPaul
reached the pinnacle of global popularity, releasing quality music
and became popular at the time, including a duet with Elton John.
In 2009, the current hit reality show - Rupaul’s
Drag Race first aired. The harmony between
challenges, including creating costumes, making
skits, exciting choreography, performing standup comedy, singing and disguised as a celebrity (Snatch Game)..., made this show different
and exciting on television - which in itself attracts the admiration and interest of numerous
people in the arts, fashion, and famous stars.
Thanks to the success of Drag Race on a global scale, the fun of the art of disguise - drag
queen has been introduced in a creative, colorful, fun way, popularizing knowledge and
sharing information. The feelings and feelings
of the drag queens were involved in the political situation, the perspective of life, and sexual
health. The mix of entertainment and education,
much more inspirational, has led Rupaul’s Drag
Race for years in a row, winning the award for
the best reality TV show at the Emmy Awards.
Many contestants on the show step out of the competition and
become true stars when they appear on television, perform in
public, launch music products, participate in acting, become
influencers of the fashion industry, beauty, or appear in
high fashion publications like Vogue, ELLE, L’Officiel...
Just
to
name
a
few.

The Drag Queen has now become a popular and approved
art form worldwide. Rupaul’s Drag Race is not merely an
entertainment-oriented
TV
show.
Many
considered
the show as devoting uncompromisingly to the gay struggle and
expressing strong views on intertwining conflicts about the
issue of racism, gender, identity and class at the
same time. Hence, its popularity as we know now.
Although
there
are
still
programs,
community groups, events, and organizations
that continue to fight for the rights of
homosexuals and people of color, Rupaul’s
Drag Race - now also considered the Olympic of Drag Queen (Olympics The Drag Queen
Association) had evoked a world of joy, richness,
creativity, and unique individualism. That is
Drag - an art form born of inequality, injustice,
exploiting,
and
repressing
the
status
of
free
people,
who
love
creativity and are fierce with their gender.
RuPaul’s Drag Race has spanned thirteen seasons and inspired the spin-off shows RuPaul’s
Drag U, RuPaul’s Drag Race All-Stars, RuPaul’s
Drag Race: Untucked, RuPaul’s Secret Celebrity Drag Race, RuPaul’s Drag Race UK, and
RuPaul’s Drag Race Down Under. The show
has become the highest-rated television program on Logo TV, and airs internationally,
It airs internationally, including in the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, the Netherlands, and Israel. The show earned RuPaul
six consecutive Emmys (2016 to 2021) for Outstanding Host for a
Reality or Reality-Competition Program. The show itself has been
awarded as the Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Reality-Competition Program 4 consecutive times (2018 to 2021)
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CLOTHING HAS TO BE WORN TO BE WORTH ANYTHING
Not only clothing has to be worn, but it also needs to be worn in a loving and even
creative way. Because you decide the true value of an item that you possess. It has a soul
within, every time it touches your skins, and be with you on every special occasion, been
to every place you travel to. It’s maybe even shown in the pictures that you posted on
your social media. See? You will likely wonder where is that blouse or that lovely skirt
you once worn – that time you traveled to Europe. There is a feeling that resides within.

CLOTHING HAS TO BE WORN TO BE WORTH ANYTHING
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CLOTHING HAS TO BE WORN TO BE WORTH ANYTHING

Marie Kondo or Konmarie is a Japanese organizing consultant, author, and
TV show host. Kondo has written four books on organizing, which have
collectively sold millions of copies around the world. One of her many brilliant
ideas is that we do not need to own too many items to be happy, and everything we own, we should conveniently organize them. We do not necessarily have
to own too many things; all we need is to be more creative in the way we dress.
With your creativity, you can turn a white shirt into many styles, rocking it
with a perfecto and leather pants, or wearing it formally in a suit, add a tie or
scarf in the neckline if you want it to look different. More so, button up the
buttons in an asymmetrical way also help with creating an illusion of its original
design and shape. Many possibilities come along with your skills of dressing up.
Here is the thing, the fashion industry is responsible for 10% of global CO2
emissions and 60% of water pollution, needless to say, the energy and human
resources to farm the cotton, make the yarn, knit the fabric, dye it, and then sew
it into a T-shirt that probably will be sold at 8 GBP on Black Friday at the mall. A
simple T-shirt – something that we all have and wear daily- will be wearing 7-8
times before we get bored or forget about its existence and throw it into the
deepest corner of the closet, and then throw it away once you have it cleaned out.
How is it possible? When a T-shirt that costs so many resources to make to land
on the trash field that easily? Is it consumerism to blame? A T-shirt that sold
so cheap, even cheaper than a sandwich, and that is the reason why we tend
to throw it away so easily. That is a big problem that we all have to pay mind.
You can make a difference. Buying from trustworthy brands is a good start, and only
washing the garment when it needs it. Once you are done with your clothes, giving them
to clothing charities offers them a second life and makes fashion overall much greener.
Hopefully, knowing more about the vast effort and resources that make our clothes
can help people make good choices. Before throwing old clothes out, remember the
long and costly journey your t-shirt took from cotton to wardrobe, and think again.
But even more so, just keep in mind that clothing has to be worn to be worth anything.
So wear your clothes with excitement and caring, just like the first time you saw them
on the rack of a fancy boutique with glamorous style. Give it a meaningful life – just as
the way you hope for your future to be.
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SEE YOU IN THE UPCOMING PROJECTS
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